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We hear the footsteps of someone running, panting heavily

and fearfully. Eventually....

EXT. AN ALLEY - NIGHT

The silhouette of the man running down an alley. He keeps

looking back as he runs. We close on his face, sweat mixed

with blood. A pair of another footsteps can be heard a

distance away behind him. Two shadowy figures pop out of the

darkness, hot in pursuit. The man takes a turn round a

corner and comes onto a forked street, he contemplates for a

moment which street to take but before he makes the decision

he hears the footsteps catching up...He takes the left

street which leads to a series of apartment blocks. He goes

through the gate and disappears inside. The two pursuers

follow suit.

INT. NATION MEDIA CENTER - DAY

The back of a man pushing a door open, he is in a brown

jacket. He walks into a room full of people rushing about

hurriedly with papers in their hands. He deftly dodges the

human traffic and makes his way towards an empty desk,

hitting the coffee girl in the process, spilling some of the

coffee. He sits down and turns on the computer. He starts

typing. He sends the finished article to an email.

Another office, smaller but better furnished. A mean looking

man is sitting behind the desk. We cut to the computer

screen, he opens the email sent from earlier, he reads

through the article with his face still looking grim. He

sends the article to another email

We cut to a newspaper printing factory, it is huge. People

in blue overalls are watching keenly as newspapers file

along the production line, piling on each other neatly. They

get loaded onto a trolley and pushed out through a door into

the morning light. Another group of people are waiting

outside, they are wearing small jackets with the words

NATION MEDIA GROUP printed on the back, they pick the

newspaper bundles and scatter in different directions.

We cut to a shot of a bundle of newly printed newspaper

being dropped onto a vendor’s stall, money is exchanged...a

customer walks by, picking a newspaper as he pays then walks

away



2.

INT. NATION MEDIA CENTER - DAY

Back to the same office from earlier, a bit calmer now than

before. The sound of phones ringing randomly fills the air.

We go past people sitting on the computers, past people

proof-reading the articles they just wrote, past the coffee

girl with her tray...We stop at the furthest end of the

room, the corner. We cut to the man with his face buried in

his hands, his computer monitor is on, the typing cursor

blinking. He sighs loudly and reveals his face. BRADLEY

OKOTH (28), A journalist, a writer to be specific.

WOMAN’S VOICE (O.S)

You look like shit, did you sleep

last night?

BRADLEY

Good morning to you too Ashley, How

do you do? How was your night?

Thank you very much

ASHLEY

(holding a cup of coffee)

You really need to get some sleep,

this job will kill you.

BRADLEY

Tell that to my bills, maybe they

might understand that language

ASHLEY

(squinting at his computer

screen)

Is that a new article?

BRADLEY

Yeah, and I am supposed to hand it

in in less than an hour

ASHLEY

And you haven’t even started

writing it, atta boy

BRADLEY

My brain is fried, I can’t think

straight

ASHLEY

Sleep deprivation is a thing you

know, get some coffee to at least

postpone the inevitable

(CONTINUED)
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BRADLEY

(mockingly)

Thank you for your life-saving

advice Ash

ASHLEY

Aaaaw, you are so welcome Brady

BRADLEY

It’s Brad, not Brady

ASHLEY

And it’s Ashley, not Ash.

He shows her the tongue and she responds in kind before

walking away to her desk

INT. NATION MEDIA CENTER - EVENING

It’s 5 pm. Brad is still on his computer, wrapping up for

the day. He looks like a zombie, heavy bags under his eyes.

Two men approach his desk, DAN and JOSH. He grabs his coat

as he rises up

DAN

You look like you just walked off

Michael Jackson’s Thriller set. Are

you okay?

BRADLEY

Yeah I am good, just tired

JOSH

We are heading out for drinks, you

coming?

BRADLEY

Man, I’d love to but I am too beat,

I haven’t had enough sleep for days

now...I’ll have to disappoint you

guys today

DAN

Too bad, you do look like you would

do with some rest..see you tomorrow

then

BRADLEY

I hope you get laid this time Josh

Josh shows him a middle finger as the two walk out.
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INT. THE CAB - NIGHT

Bradley is slumped in the backseat dead asleep as the cab

hurtles through the dark night.

EXT/INT - BRADLEY’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

The cab pulls up outside the gate to his apartment. He pays

the cab driver and slowly stumbles up the stairs to his

apartment on the 4th floor, wishing the building had a lift.

He reaches his door and opens it, eyes half closed. He bangs

it closed behind him and drags his feet to the bedroom,

slumping on the bed and going out like a child.

INT. BRADLEY’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

A close up of the bedside alarm clock, it’s 3 am. Bradley

wakes up with a start, alert. He has heard some movement in

the house. He rises up slowly and reaches for a baseball bat

in his wardrobe. He clutches it tightly with his two hands,

slowly tiptoeing towards the living room where the sound

came from. He reaches for the switch and turns it on,

jumping up at the same time ready to strike anything that

will pop at him. Nothing. He scans the room with his eyes

quickly and sees that everything is in order. He lowers his

stance, relieved that it was nothing. He goes to the kitchen

to get a glass of water. He drinks it slowly then makes his

way back to the bedroom...but just as he walks out of the

kitchen he turns around comes face to face with a stranger

standing in the middle of his living room, his left hand

clutching a gun, his right hand holding a bloody patch on

his stomach. Bradley’s mouth goes dry, eyes go wide with

fear. Paralyzed.

STRANGER

(the gun trained on Bradley,

labored breathing)

Please don’t scream...Sit

Bradley unconsciously sits down, eyes on the gun.

Speechless...The stranger notices his discomfort and

realizes it’s because of the gun, he lowers it quickly

STRANGER

I am sorry, I didn’t mean to scare

you like this...I need your help

Bradley just stares at him, confused. He opens his mouth to

say something but only a dry croak comes out.

(CONTINUED)
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STRANGER

(he painfully lowers himself

into the sofa, wincing as he

hits the soft cushions)

I don’t have much time left. In a

few minutes some men will burst

into this room and try to kill

whoever they will find, I need your

help...Bradley

At the mention of his name Bradley’s senses come back alive

BRADLEY

What in the?...how do you know my

name?

STRANGER

Bradley Okoth, 28 years old, a

journalist with Nation Media for

the last 6 years...I know a lot

about you but I don’t have the time

to go into the details

He dips his right arm into his breast pocket and takes out a

bloody flash disk, wincing in pain.

BRADLEY

(stands up, scared)

You need to get to a hospital...Let

me call an ambulance

STRANGER

No! Don’t...Don’t...I am beyond

help..now listen and listen

carefully...I have been the

mastermind of an underground mafia

for years but now my life is in

danger...this flash disk was

supposed to be my insurance but I

underestimated my enemies...it

contains a lot of information that

can bring bring down a lot of

powerful people who are planning to

destroy this country...I need you

to expose this to the public

BRADLEY

Great, just great...you appear in

my apartment bleeding, holding a

gun and now you want me to expose

some powerful people...the same

people who are after you..ARE YOU

OUT OF YOUR MIND??? How did you

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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BRADLEY (cont’d)
even end up here? Were you

following me?

STRANGER

Bradley listen...You are among the

very few journalists who are not on

their payroll...you are the only

one I can trust right now

At that moment a flurry of heavy footsteps are heard coming

up the stairs, the two in the room go into panic mode.

Bradley is close to shitting himself

BRADLEY

What have you gotten myself into!

STRANGER

(presses the flash into Brad’s

hand)

Listen! You need to leave now and

find a way to get this information

out.

BRADLEY

I can’t do it!

STRANGER

You have to!! Those men out there

are cold blooded killers, I am

sorry for getting you into this but

you are now their target too, once

they figure out who lives here they

will be coming for you, You have to

do this Bradley

The footsteps reach Bradley’s door. We cut to the other side

of the door. A group of 4 mean looking thugs dressed in

black leather jackets and black trousers. Each holding a

gun. They slowly approach the door and spread out...one of

them tries the handle. It is locked

We cut back to

STRANGER

(holding Bradley by his

shoulders)

One last thing. Do not trust

anyone...the people I worked with

until today are powerful, some are

in the government so they own

nearly everyone. Do not trust

anybody. Now Go!

(CONTINUED)
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We cut to the men outside the door. The one nearest the door

gives the go ahead with hand signs and they kick it open,

rushing in like trained assassins. They find only the man

sitting on the sofa, holding his stomach, looking tired.

Smiling

STRANGER

Hallo boys, took you long enough, I

was starting to get bored

HENCHMAN BOSS

(points a gun to his head)

Where is it?

STRANGER

Hey hey, come on now...is this how

you treat your former boss son?

HENCHMAN BOSS

(hits him in the jaw hard)

I am not your son old man, now

where is the flash disk you piece

of shit

STRANGER

I don’t know what you are talking

about

HENCHMAN BOSS

(holding himself back)

Do you have a death wish old man?

STRANGER

(spread his arms, smiling)

Look at me, I am already a dead man

asshole

One of the other thugs comes back into the room

HENCHMAN 1

Boss, you need to come take a look

at this

The henchman boss eyes the old man coldly as he follows his

junior. They go into the bedroom and he points at an open

window

HENCHMAN 1

Someone else was here, my guess,

they have the flash with them

(CONTINUED)
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The henchman boss clenches his jaw, he opens his mouth to

curse but instead punches the wall with fury. He takes a

deep breath and walks back into the living room, standing

over the old man. He corks the gun and presses the muzzle

against the old man’s temple

HENCHMAN BOSS

It really is a shame how low you

have fallen. I looked up to you

once you know and not once did I

ever imagine that I would one day

be the one to end you. It really is

a shame

STRANGER

Go fuck yourself

Screen turns to black. 3 shots ring out and a body hits the

floor with a thud.

HENCHMAN BOSS

Whose apartment is this?

HENCHMAN 2

(holding Bradley’s work ID)

Bradley Okoth...of Nation Media

HENCHMAN BOSS

A journalist, fucking great...we

are running out of time here...I

hope you are ready for some little

hunting fellas.


